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Electromagnetic effects in the leptonic decay rates pi+→ µ+ν and K+→ µ+ν are evaluated for
the first time on the lattice. Following a method recently proposed in Ref. [1] the emission of
virtual photons at leading order in the electromagnetic coupling is evaluated on the lattice and the
infrared divergence computed for a point-like meson at finite lattice volume is subtracted. The
physical decay rate is then obtained by adding the emission of real and virtual photons regularised
with a photon mass. Using the gauge ensembles produced by the European Twisted Mass Col-
laboration with N f = 2+1+1 dynamical quarks the feasibility of our approach is demonstrated.
Preliminary results for the electromagnetic corrections to charged (neutral) pion and kaon masses
as well as to the leptonic decay rates of charged pions and kaons are presented.
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1. Introduction
The determination of several hadronic quantities relevant for flavour physics phenomenology
using large-scale QCD simulations on the lattice has reached an impressive degree of precision [2]
such that both electromagnetic (e.m.) and strong isospin-breaking (IB) effects cannot be neglected
anymore. In the past few years, using different methodologies, accurate lattice results including
e.m. effects have been obtained for the hadron spectrum, as in the case of the neutral-charged mass
splittings of light pseudoscalar (PS) mesons and baryons (see, e.g., Refs. [3, 4]). However, while
in the calculation of e.m. effects in the hadron spectrum no infrared (IR) divergencies can appear,
in the case of other hadronic quantities, like the decay amplitudes, IR divergencies are present and
can be cancelled out in the physical observable only by summing up diagrams containing both
real and virtual photons [5]. This is the case, for example, of the leptonic pi`2 and K`2 and of the
semileptonic K`3 decay rates, which play a crucial role for an accurate determination of the CKM
entries |Vus| and |Vus/Vud |. We stress that in the case of inclusive decay rates it is not enough to add
the electromagnetic interaction to the quark action, because amplitudes with different numbers of
real photons must be evaluated separately, before being combined in the inclusive rate.
The occurrence of IR divergencies requires therefore the use of a new strategy different from
those developed to compute the e.m. effects in the hadron spectrum. Such a new strategy was
proposed in Ref. [1], where the determination of the inclusive decay rate of a charged pseudoscalar
(PS) meson into either a final `±ν¯` pair or a final `±ν¯`γ state was addressed. A crucial condition
for the strategy of Ref. [1] is that the maximum energy ∆Eγ of the emitted photon (in the PS-meson
rest frame) has to be small enough in order not to resolve the internal structure of the decaying PS
meson. In this way the inclusive rate Γ(PS+→ `+ν¯`[γ]) can be expressed as [1]
Γ(PS±→ `±ν¯`[γ]) = limL→∞[Γ0(L)−Γpt0 (L)]+ limµγ→0[Γpt0 (µγ)+Γpt1 (∆Eγ ,µγ)] , (1.1)
where the subscripts 0 and 1 indicate the number of photons in the final state, while the superscript
“pt” denotes the point-like treatment of the decaying PS meson. In the r.h.s. of Eq. (1.1) the terms
Γ0(L) and Γpt0 (L) can be evaluated on the lattice using the lattice size L as an IR regulator. Their
difference is free from IR divergencies and therefore the limit L→ ∞ can be performed obtaining
a result independent on the specific IR regularization [1]. In a similar way the terms Γpt0 (µγ) and
Γpt1 (∆Eγ,µγ) can be calculated perturbatively using a photon mass µγ as an IR regulator. Their sum
is free from IR divergencies thanks to the Bloch-Nordsiek mechanism [5], so that the limit µγ → 0
can be performed obtaining again a result independent on the specific IR regularization.
The explicit calculation of limµγ→0[Γ
pt
0 (µγ)+Γ
pt
1 (∆Eγ,µγ)] has been carried out in Ref. [1],
while the calculation of Γpt0 (L) has been presented separately at this conference [6].
In this contribution we describe the first lattice calculation of the QCD+QED effects in Γ0(L)
and we present preliminary results for the inclusive decay rates of charged pions and kaons.
2. Simulation details
The gauge ensembles used in this contribution are the ones generated by the European Twisted
Mass Collaboration (ETMC) with N f = 2+1+1 dynamical quarks, and the lattice actions for sea
and valence quarks are the same used in Ref. [7] to determine the up, down, strange and charm
1
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quark masses. We considered three values of the inverse bare lattice coupling β and different lattice
volumes, as shown in Table 1, where the number of configurations analysed (Nc f g) corresponds to a
separation of 20 trajectories. At each lattice spacing, different values of the light sea quark masses
have been considered. The light valence and sea quark masses are always taken to be degenerate.
The bare mass of the strange valence quark (aµs) is obtained, at each β , using the physical strange
mass and the mass renormalization constants determined in Ref. [7]. The values of the lattice
spacing are a = 0.0885(36), 0.0815(30), 0.0619(18) fm at β = 1.90, 1.95 and 2.10, respectively.
The value of the final lepton mass has been taken fixed at its physical value.
ensemble β V/a4 aµsea = aµval aµσ aµδ Nc f g aµs Mpi (MeV) MK(MeV)
A30.32 1.90 323×64 0.0030 0.15 0.19 150 0.02363 275 577
A40.32 0.0040 100 315 588
A50.32 0.0050 150 350 595
A40.24 243×48 0.0040 150 324 594
A60.24 0.0060 150 388 610
A80.24 0.0080 150 438 624
A100.24 0.0100 150 497 650
A40.20 203×48 0.0040 150 330 597
B25.32 1.95 323×64 0.0025 0.135 0.170 150 0.02094 259 553
B35.32 0.0035 150 300 562
B55.32 0.0055 150 377 587
B75.32 0.0075 80 437 608
B85.24 243×48 0.0085 150 463 617
D15.48 2.10 483×96 0.0015 0.1200 0.1385 100 0.01612 224 538
D20.48 0.0020 100 255 541
D30.48 0.0030 100 310 554
Table 1: Values of the simulated sea and valence quark bare masses, of the pion (Mpi ) and kaon (MK) masses for the 16
ETMC gauge ensembles with N f = 2+ 1+ 1 dynamical quarks adopted in this contribution (see Ref. [7]). The values
of the strange quark bare mass aµs, given for each gauge ensemble, correspond to the physical strange quark mass
ms = 99.6(4.3) MeV determined in Ref. [7].
3. Evaluation of the relevant amplitudes
According to Ref. [1] the inclusive decay rate (1.1) can be written as
Γ(PS±→ `±ν¯`[γ]) = Γ(tree) · [1+δRPS] , (3.1)
where Γ(tree) is the tree-level decay rate given by
Γ(tree) =
G2F
8pi
|Vq1q2 |2m2`
(
1− m
2
`
M2PS
)2 [
f (0)PS
]2
MPS , (3.2)
and
δRPS = αem
2
pi
log
(
MZ
MW
)
+2
δAPS
A(0)PS
−2δMPS
M(0)PS
+δΓ(pt)(∆Eγ) . (3.3)
The quantity δΓ(pt)(∆Eγ) can be read off from Eq. (51) of Ref. [1], while the term containing
log(MZ/MW ) comes from short-distance electroweak corrections, MPS is the PS meson mass in-
cluding both e.m. and strong IB corrections, and A(0)PS is the QCD axial amplitude
A(0)PS ≡ ZV 〈0|q¯2γ0γ5q1|PS(0)〉 ≡ f (0)PS M(0)PS (3.4)
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where f (0)PS defines the PS meson decay constant known in pure QCD, and ZV is the renormaliza-
tion constant of the axial current in our twisted-mass setup in which the r-parameters of the two
valence quarks are chosen to be opposite (r1 =−r2). Throughout this contribution the superscript
(0) indicates quantities that do not contain e.m. and strong IB corrections.
The evaluation of δAPS and δMPS can be obtained from the diagrams shown in Figs. 5 and
6 of Ref. [1]. We adopt the quenched QED approximation, which neglects the sea-quark electric
charges and corresponds to consider only the connected diagrams shown in Fig. 3. In addition one
should include also the contributions coming from the tadpole operator, the e.m. shift in the critical
mass and the insertion of the isovector scalar density (see Refs. [3, 8]).
Figure 1: Connected diagrams con-
tributing at O(αem) to the amplitude for
the decay pi+→ `+ν . The labels (a)-(f)
are introduced to identify the individual
diagrams when describing their evalu-
ation in the text.
The contribution δAqqPS of the diagrams (3a)-(3c) can be extracted from the correlator
δCqq(t)≡−1
2 ∑
~x,x1,x2
〈0|T
{
Jρw(0) j
em
µ (x1) j
em
µ (x2)φ
†
PS(~x,−t)
}
|0〉∆em(x1,x2)pρPS/MPS , (3.5)
where Jρw(0) is the quark (V-A) weak current, jemµ is the (conserved) e.m. current
1, φPS is the PS
interpolating field and ∆em(x1,x2) is the photon propagator. As in Ref. [3] the ratio of δCqq(t) with
the corresponding tree-level correlator C(0)(t) ≡ ∑~x〈0|T
{
Jρw(0)φ †PS(~x,−t)
}
|0〉pρPS/MPS is almost
a linear function in the time distance t for large values of t. More precisely one gets
δCqq(t)
C(0)(t)
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
t>>a,(T−t)>>a
δ [ZPSAqqPS]
Z(0)PS A
(0)
PS
+
δMPS
M(0)PS
[
M(0)PS
(
T
2
− t
)
e−M
(0)
PS t + e−M
(0)
PS (T−t)
e−M
(0)
PS t − e−M(0)PS (T−t)
−1
]
, (3.6)
where ZPS≡ 〈0|φPS(0)|PS〉 is the coupling of the PS interpolating field with the ground-state. Thus,
the e.m. correction to the PS mass, δMPS, can be extracted from the slope of δCqq(t)/C(0)(t), while
the quantity δ [ZPSAqqPS] from its intercept, as shown in Fig. 2.
As explained in Ref. [1], in order to get the quantity δAqqPS the e.m. correction δZPS should be
separately determined by evaluating a correlator similar to the one of Eq. (3.5), in which the weak
operator Jρw p
ρ
PS/MPS is replaced by the PS interpolating field φPS.
We have analysed the results obtained for the e.m. and strong IB corrections to the pion and
kaon masses. The details will be given in a forthcoming publication. Here we anticipate that after
performing the chiral extrapolation and the continuum and infinite volume limits we get the prelimi-
nary results: M2pi+−M2pi0 = 1.226(58)stat(96)syst10−3 GeV2, εγ [MS(2 GeV)] = 0.833(22)stat(28)syst
and (md−mu)[MS(2 GeV)] = 2.69(5)stat(13)syst MeV, where the last two systematic errors do not
include the effects coming from the QED quenching approximation.
1The use of the conserved e.m. current guarantees the absence of contact terms in the product jemµ (x1) j
em
µ (x2).
3
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Figure 2: Left panel: contributions of the self-energy (3a)+(3b) and exchange (3c) diagrams in the case of the K-meson
for the gauge ensemble B35.32. The triangles represent the sum (3a)+(3b)+(3c), while the solid line is the “linear" fit
(3.6) applied in the time interval where the ground-state is dominant. Right panel: contributions of the tadpole operator
and of the e.m. shift of the critical mass. The sum of the two terms, shown by the circles, is determined quite precisely.
The contribution δAq`PS of the diagrams (3e)-(3f) can be determined by studying the correlator
2
δCq`(t) ≡ − ∑
~x,x1,x2
〈0|T
{
Jρw(0) j
em
µ (x1)φ
†
PS(~x,−t)
}
|0〉∆em(x1,x2)eE`t2−i~p`·~x2
· u(pν)γρ(1− γ5)S`(0,x2)γµv(p`) [v(p`)γσ (1− γ5)u(pν)pσPS/MPS] , (3.7)
where S`(0,x2) stands for the free twisted-mass lepton propagator, while it is understood that in the
quark weak current Jρw(0) the vector and axial parts are renormalised according to our twisted-mass
setup, namely the vector weak current renormalises with ZA and the axial one with ZV . At large
time distances one has
δCq`(t) −−−−−−−−−−−−→
t>>a,(T−t)>>a δA
q`
PS Tr(p`, pPS) Z
(0)
PS
[
e−M
(0)
PS t ±backward signals
]
/
(
2M(0)PS
)
, (3.8)
where Tr(p`, pPS) stands for the tree-level leptonic trace (evaluated on the lattice using non-
periodic boundary conditions), while the sign of the backward signals changes according to the
spatial/temporal components of the quark (V-A) weak current. The backward signals can be prop-
erly subtracted by introducing the new correlator
δCq`(t)≡ 1
2
{
δCq`(t)+
[
δCq`(t−1)−δCq`(t+1)
]
/
(
eM
(0)
PS − e−M(0)PS
)}
, (3.9)
so that δAq`PS/A
(0)
PS can be extracted from the plateau of the ratio δC
q`
(t)/C(0)(t) at large t.
4. Chirality mixing and subtraction of universal finite size effects
In order to regularise the UV divergencies of the four-fermion effective theory the photon
propagator has to be calculated in the so-called W-regularization scheme. Since the W-boson
mass is too large to be simulated on the lattice, a perturbative matching for the bare lattice op-
erator Obare1 ≡ q2γµ(1− γ5)q1νγµ(1− γ5)` with the W-regularization scheme has been calculated
at leading order in e2 in Ref. [1], obtaining OW−reg1 = O
bare
1 +∑
5
i=1 ZiO
bare
i . The operators O
bare
i
2The diagram (3d) (lepton wave function renormalization) can be safely omitted, since it cancels out exactly when
the IR divergence evaluated for a point-like meson is subtracted.
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for i = 2, ...,5, listed in Ref. [1], mix with Obare1 when the chiral symmetry is broken on the lattice.
We leave the details of the analysis of the effects of the chirality mixing on δAPS to a forthcoming
publication. Here we limit ourselves to quote the final result
δAPS = δAqqPS+δA
q`
PS+(Z1+Z2)A
(0)
PS −δAptPS(L) , (4.1)
where Z1+Z2 = αem[5 log(aMW )−8.863+0.536]/(4pi) (see Ref. [1]).
In Eq. (4.1) we have included also the subtraction of the term δAptPS(L), which corresponds to
the contribution of virtual photon emissions from a point-like meson using the lattice size L as the
IR regulator. The quantity δAptPS(L) has been calculated in Ref. [6], obtaining the result
δAptPS(L) = bIR log(MPSL)+b0+b1/(MPSL)+b2/(MPSL)
2+b3/(MPSL)3+O(e−MPSL) , (4.2)
where the coefficients b j ( j = IR,0,1,2,3) depend on the mass ratio m`/MPS. The relevant point is
that structure-dependent finite size effects (FSEs) start only at order O(1/L2), i.e. all the terms up
to O(1/L) in Eq. (4.2) are “universal” [6]. The FSE subtraction (4.2) is illustrated in Fig. 4 in the
case of the correction δRpi to the decay pi+→ µ+ν [γ] (see Eq. (3.3)), evaluated for ∆Eγ = ∆Emaxγ =
Mpi(1−m2µ/M2pi)/2 ' 30 MeV. It can be seen that a residual finite-volume dependence is visible
in the subtracted lattice data. The largest residual FSE is observed when all point-like terms up to
O(1/L2) are subtracted, suggesting that the structure dependent effects at O(1/L2) are important.
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Figure 3: Results for the correction δRpi (∆Emaxγ ) to the decay
pi+→ µ+ν [γ] (see Eq. (3.3)) for the gauge ensembles A40.20,
A40.24 and A40.32 corresponding to the same lattice spacing
(β = 1.90) and to the same pion mass (Mpi ∼ 300 MeV), but dif-
ferent lattice sizes. The red points correspond to the subtraction
of the universal FSEs, i.e. up to order O(1/L) in Eq. (4.2), while
the blue squares include also the subtraction of the “point-like”
term b2/(MpiL)2. The solid lines are the results of the simple fit
a+ b/L2 with a and b being free parameters. Note that the
asymptotic values of the two fits for L→ ∞ are in agreement.
5. Results for charged pion and kaon decays
We now insert the various ingredients described in the previous Sections in the master formula
(3.3) in the case of the decays pi+ → µ+ν [γ] and K+ → µ+ν [γ]. Throughout this Section it is
understood that MPS represents the charged PS mass MPS+ , which includes e.m. and strong IB
corrections. The latter are calculated as in Refs. [3, 8] and are generated by the mass difference
δm = md−mu previously determined.
Preliminary results for the corrections δRpi and δRKpi ≡ δRK−δRpi are shown in Fig. 4, where
all photon energies (i.e. ∆Eγ = ∆Emaxγ =MPS(1−m2µ/M2PS)/2) are included, since the experimental
data on pi`2 and K`2 decays are fully inclusive. The “universal” FSEs up to order O(1/L) are sub-
tracted from the lattice data and the combined chiral, continuum and infinite volume extrapolations
are performed using the fitting function
δRPS = A0+
3
16pi2
log(ξ )+A1ξ +A2ξ 2+Da2+
K2
M2PSL2
+
K`2
E2` L
2 +δΓ
pt(∆E(max)γ ) , (5.1)
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where ξ ≡M2PS/(4pi f0)2, E` is the lepton energy in the meson rest frame, A0,1,2, D, K2 and K`2 are
free parameters, and the coefficient of the chiral log is taken from Ref. [9].
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Figure 4: Results for the corrections δRpi (left panel) and δRKpi ≡ δRK−δRpi (right panel) obtained after the subtrac-
tion of the “universal” FSE terms of Eq. (4.2) (open markers). The full markers correspond to the lattice data corrected
by the residual FSEs obtained in the case of the fitting function (5.1) including the chiral log. The dashed lines represent
the results in the infinite volume limit at each value of the lattice spacing, while the solid lines are the results in the
continuum limit. The crosses represent the values δRphyspi and δR
phys
Kpi at the physical point. The shaded areas correspond
respectively to the values 0.0176(21) and −0.0112(21) at 1-sigma level, obtained using ChPT (see Refs. [10, 11]).
Adopting different fitting functions and FSE subtractions in order to estimate systematic errors
and averaging the corresponding results, we finally get at the physical point
δRphyspi = +0.0169 (8)stat+ f it (11)chiral (7)FSE (2)a2 =+0.0169 (15) , (5.2)
δRphysKpi = −0.0137 (11)stat+ f it (6)chiral (1)FSE (1)a2 =−0.0137 (13) , (5.3)
where the errors do not include the QED quenching effects. Our findings (5.2)-(5.3) can be com-
pared with the corresponding ChPT predictions 0.0176(21) and −0.0112(21) [10, 11].
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